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"NI TF:NTI AI. RANKING FROCEL t ME'.';
by
311n.-i A l 1,hunue pit t , tits Jr.
1. Introduction. Rt ►y statistical procedures used and stu:: ied
today are sequential iri t,ature. R,y this we Mann thnt. the t fmP whe r, is
statistical decision is relivht • d is random. In contrnHt to : uvt i it roce-
(tares are the fixed saWle size -procedures. Best known perhap s iH
sequential analys is and the sequent l eel probability ra t. t o t.e ti t. ► , F formu-
Irtted by Wttld (6). 'There , itre othrr sequential proceduree,, fur example.
In process inspection uchemru, where, bused on u sequence o f ot)torvationt;
it decision is nade to stop the process and takes ljtxtw adjuut . ing nct.ion,
the tim►^ nt which the proceH a lu v t.op jwd be lttg it random variable. There
ttrI . "Willy otho - r seque. nt.ial -lIke procedur e
In the theory of hypowe siu testing for the calif , 1 j* tt t, impl y• hyl)t1-
010818 ugainst a simple al terrutt.ive it is known ttwt n mo s l po wev i - NI 0. 8%
can be determined by they Neymetn - 1'e anion lelrsm &# which it (J the form:
	
(X 	 X2 , ... , x n^
	




where " the hypotheses to ! ►t , tet; t e-tt ,t ry	 V a 1'0 aga i ns t	 t , : 1' 1 , 1 0 and
t' l	 tt re the joint densit ieu of the r^beteA rvit t. lon g X 1 e X. ) ,	 , X 	 rt^ -
t; ponding to vach hypothesis. 'I?t i :+ t ti till exampl e of u nonselluent. till
procedure. 'lb extend such a procedure t.o the uequential idea we nerd
onl y mcxi 1 i'y the teat as fol 1 ova:
tti t* a sesrr4-1 e of' n i xe of' l; i ze m and
re ,) e c t. f0
 If A  > K 1
nrrert r0 1 t' nm < K,







i i' the second sample is required C f%j)ut,e :,	 rtIA
!^	 I
ri- J ect f0
 if An > K
accept t'0 if Al < K
Such a simple modification gives us a two ttnge procedure with a new
f' enture in that the total s ►tmple size In random, beii ►g either m or n,
depending upon the outcome of the first stage. This b ►+tile Idt-t of a	 i
sequential test was proposed by Dodge and ftm iv :n (Ei j, •n(i not: hern
r x t e nde 1 to multiple s tage •atupl 1 ng plans.
Sequential hypothesis testing as proposed by Wald requires that
a colmPutation of	 An	 and a decision be iwt(le as each observation is
taken.	 briefly, to test f n f0 apinst	 f n fl 	 select. constants
B •	 A	 anti	 vnmiute	 An	 at. t 11rh c,hservation	 Is taken, and p roveed
► t c r. ord i ng to t hP rule
It An > A reject f • f^
i i' An < B reject f • fl
1 1' H < A11 < A t ake nnoth•-r observation ►tioi compute Ah;l
Since the sequential probability ratio test ib forrr,ulated in
to milki of the r ► ttio which leads to most powerful tests according to
the Neynvin - Frarsoti theory wu would eximet it to hews , good properties.
Tr:iu indeed is the case in that of all tests with the sar►►e power the t
sequential probability ratio test requires on the Ave r-ige fewest obser-
nations.	 This optimal property w ► tt; r	 Waldconje ctu red by	 t r tnd	 I fina l ly




 t0 enr ry out these aequentlKl t ruts of hypot heties we note
that tin	 ► ttir;umption
	
rtti	 to the tipeelfic form of f0	aria f 	 must be
11,10#4 . Tt	 Of -v ri	 totIlviis that the form of the underIyIry3 dIat.rIbution
lti not aubur-r-,l Known -croi in this ctttie• nonpa!- -met r-1c t;tat 1stical methods
rim wuv(i.	 I:a 11,411-41-!*.rrx • t rit' stttt lbt.irs many test b Of bttit.lst.iral hypo-
t he:;vn tire . 	 on the bet or r • ► tnks	 i T 1 , T2# •.. , 1' r^ )	 tiete I'm I Iled
from a r ► tndotn s!crni , le	 ( X l , X	 ... , X n ),	 or the sigrrH of the obser-
vat Iona ( ♦ 1 accor,i l r,K ►► c. X i 	 in pots i t ivt- or negative) or on a
dM
c()mt&iru ► t i,n of bnt h nt' the't,e• vet b ,)f rst ►tt ibt icu iirrlvel from the basic
obtit-r• v ► c t I( )nt► .	 flit- ti ign t et* t . 6 Igne i rank t es t , W1 t coxon-Mann-Whi tney
test, Fisher- Yntvs It-ii! otnci rrutr ►y others size examples of such fixed
sample t ► 1ze nonintrarriet.rir_ t,e btso
Contrary to the cane•
 In ptirametric stat-ist ics (as opposed to non-
par ! ► metric s t ntis t inti) there tire- very few sequential procedures in
non{ ,ar ►►metric stntintles, puir• tic • ular-ly bequest inl i.roeedureti bated can
s Ignb, r ► tr ►ks, or both. one reason for this is that for most, spec i f zed
alterr ►at ives to the null hypothesiv It is difficult to compute proba-
b i l itlei, f'ur s t t t i ti t I (: s beised on s igrib Find ranks which In turn mnkeu
it dI lTic • ul t. to prol t • rly oval :,ate the proper-t i p h and ope: rating c l arac
terist ics of the pr(c-dures. This difficulty can be circumvented by
I.
rest rlet frig fit tent ion to bprc • ial classes of alternat Ives such no those
Proposed try	 Le linut rur 	 in	 ( I j,	 where to the nul l hypothey s it, F(X) tie
proposed tilt ernat lvet;	 ()f the form (x), a a 0.	 Thio of course does
net solve- the babic problem of alternatives as the question of whether
or not 'he Lehmann al t.errintive is appropriate for the problem being




allow ub to dive lop some sequential procedures where exact d i b t r i bution	
0
theory cnlCullitions are posolble. In the fixed sample size problem it
simplifies cunt idrritt.ions of power of mink tests.
	
P.At, example )1' it nvnpur! ► .wt ric sequential test is the followi ng
adrtntati(ni )f Wf ► ld 's sequentl +tl
 probtih111ty ratio test for binomial
observat lout;. Ca rit+lder it tiequence of indej,en,icnt identically distrib•
ut.e(i rands}m vHri ► tblee	 :{ 1	 ZX # ..# vtth c tnilft t ive distribution function
F(t)	 N(X, < t.). We w i sks to test	 Y(t0 ) • p0 f tg a t lnst F(t0) • pl
for do me V i xed value to - The number of observations less than or
equrtl to t 0 , t3fty N, after taklt ►g n otservations, is a binomial
random vgrinble vith parameters F(t 0 ) and n. T1;e probability ratio
redwoes to
To
t(NI p(t0 )	 P 1 )
	
( P I 1 °P0 h	 1-p 1n
0) P(I p0 1-1'1 	 1-YO
9nd	 the seque► nt ta l te st based on this	 ratio	 is disaubsed in -ftl (i 	 [6)6
For the t pec k.l	 ruse where
	
t 0 - 0,	 N	 is equivalent to the	 rtumt,er of
negative observations lifter
	 n	 trials and thiti would be a sequential.
test based on the sigt,a of t he oboe rvRtion s . w
An exaale of it	 noriparnmrt rie at- q ,entARl provt-^iure Gtisif- i	 on	 ranks~
o1'	 l7hse r • va t. ions	 i ti the grouped rftnk t est deve loped by Wilcoxon, Rhodes
anti l vnd ! f• ,y r4 1.	 Act.aally two sel ier:t lal procedures Are lie ^elope°d in
14 1, the Config urvt l junk Tr O. and the Hank 'Sum Test. hasi ra l l ,yp
 obser-
vations are t,Hken In groups of m X ' t: ►itol	 r,	 Y' a	 Fin s; t he otft;r rva t torts
are ranked within each group. For each group a statistic is computed
a
1
baGrI on the rHr ►ks and Wald' s sequential probability Tat to test tit
Applied to the se•que ixf- of statistics so Rvrorated. Far• h group of m
X's Find c; Y's be rc ►rnrn the bes1C unit used in the- prolt abt1 tty ratio.
:,upp«sr the X- popiiint ion tabs 41stribution F(x) and the Y- population
tins d i s t r i t)utl can 0(y), and ot) g e rva t t ons are t.ak n as follows
( X11' X12' 	 ' Xlt.' YU# Y 12 ,000Y 1 n)	 group 1
( X21' X22 , ... , X 2m , Y` 1 , Y 22 0 ... Y211 ) - group 2
( X r 1.' X r21	 , X rm' Y)1' Y72'	 ' ' ' Y ) n ) - group "r
Let K y • (H^ 1 , H y2 ,	 Nam, 
'yl' ay20 .. • , ' ,r ►
	 be the ra r ► k	
I,
vector, ac3sor tat.eI with group y where R71	 is the ratA of X 1 1 and
^1 1s 
t. ,e rank of YI 1, the ranks taken from tt ►e rombIne , i rn iking of
the X's and Y's. Takirig, a funct ion Of R 70 tiny T, = T(R^), we
r;er ►ern l e a t,ww -egiienre of random variables Tip T2 , ...	 and the Wa.l(I
Sequent ial
 p r ohata t 1 1 ty rea r. to t.es t may now be applied to the T i . For
independent group to group sampling we t ►ave
ff
j
 I-'(Ty	Y - %( y ) )
1	 T
(1.2)	 nn	 P .^, YF^ 	 y
r •1
as the prot,at) i 1 1 t y rat to t.o t ebt the hypot hes i ti that the Y- population
has dist.rit)ut ton F(y) atrainot. G(y) .	 in (41 the authors constIer
I
FLehmann n1 t.ernnt i ver, (;(Y)
	
x(y ), k > 0 and the function .r in
one case is the actual configuration of X's and Y's, which is
5
a
equivalent to the vector (a 710 5 72 ,	 S7n), and in t hr second
rase T is taken to be the sum of the Y ranks.	 0
Wileoxong Ph des and Bradley observe that tt,e teat could be 	
nI mproved by • nk t rig obser • v«tions in pairs-, F+ rid rrr ►tr,k i ng from the hegin-
ning each time n new observation pair is taken. une r-sson for the 	 0
red::ced ef'f'iciency of the group ranking method is th^t the observations
In one group tire not compared with observations from any ether group.
The rerankinp sujgestion vould take into account all comparisons. Nov-
r yr t' i thi s 1 f, very cumt r r-e:71Np ttfd moreover r • f• rinkl llp, Introdurrs nOM
i nciepewit-t,re of surr • essive pro^t ,ability ra t ios mak 1 nor an arialys i u of the	 'T
propertire of such a procedure difficult.
Thus in order to attack the problem of nonparaaetric sequential
tests of hypotheses based on ranks we should consider procedur!•a such
that the distribution theory is tractable and such that ranks are
assigned in a truly sequential mannerq avoiding as, much Flt, possible
the complexities introduced by rerat,kinp . To th 1!, end two new sequen-
tial rni king me • r.o(i ti will be -lefined In this ,i i r3s,er,e& 1. 1on.
In order to ► e led sornew! ►at naturally to ti,rse new r•Finking methods
we nov consider the rerA;,k i r,g procedure in more detail. 	 Let	 T i , be
at the	 ith	 stage in the rf ri c.k i ng process. Wethe rank of	 X,
ot,wervt
	
X 1 )	 X2 1 ... ,	 X c:,	 ...	 and each time a , iew observation its







( X l P X20 X3^




T2 1' T22 )
(T,UP 132, T33)
(Tnl p Tr,?' . • . T r111 )
Notice that the vector ( T11 0 T22' . ' ' ' Tnr:) completely deter--
mir:et; the n rank vectors lis ted nbovo- in the sense that erect. vector
could be recons tructed givf-ri onlu Tie 1 a to Q# see S n. T1i is
the rank of Xi	 relative to the set	 ( Xi ,	 X	 -	 ... 0 Xi). Thue we
can rank an observation ns it is observe , J,	 relative to the preceeding
obnervatiow, without reraraking the previous observationa, and still
re tain the information coc.tained in the n rank vector♦ ►4h1ch Would
come from rerankIr.,g - 'Phis method of ranking observations is one w y
Of' assigning r-onkr, which rite in riatural.ly with ttie i,ire of sequent ial
procedures nnri lends itself to aev-loping aequent lril procedures It-. non-
parametric problems. T'hir ranking procedure also takes into account
all c.• ompitrisons Lmong the oi,se rvntionb .
Anf, ! ^gous to the fixed simple si ze r i gned rank test we will dr. f i re
a second sequential raanking procedc,	 based upon the absolute values of
the observations and taking into account the signs of t°,e observations.
Th is signed bequest. nI rank i r,g l-,rocedure_ will he applied to a problem
in process con t rol. Ny procesn control we mean n procedure where the




from being Lilst.rihute,i ace-,rkiirig to n distribution F(x) to a different
distribution G(x) . 'Ihe tern, grocers control enjoys a broader definition
today including those cases wtio•re the vroccss is adjusted according to
some statistic based upon the ,;e(Itience of observntlons. O"uch proce-
dures ar- referred to its adaptive control m-thods.
The early methods used t0 control a process, were bitted on control
charts ("hewhart chnrt.$) Find ,nodiri cistions of therr.e control charts.
To control t.t:r mesa, value of sc-me d ime!islon Of it process at it particular
value µo, samples o1' s izt a trob taken at frequent lntervrxls of t1rr
and the sample menn X is c , -)mprtre 1 with go ± kc1
	 . If X falls
outside these lines the process la stepped and adjus f.ments to the
process are carried out, rand for µ0 kc/A < X < 1A0 + ko/A the
process is allowed to oon$lfrt:e without adjustment. Modifications to
the baf; is control chart. me t.hod cams in the fcrm of "warning lines"
inside the Fiction lines jA O + kh/A . w`irther modifications were
introduced which changed thr- action rule to rules of the type "If K
coreeeutive points on the chart f&u out ii lde control line , 5, take ac.• tior ."
These early procedures frilled to take FAdvantagea of rill the information
containe3 in the sequence X 1 , r , ... , X rl . At Lest the moiifled
t+ction rules tisf-d only thf- 1r , f`nrrvttJft c.ontR1rned in it fixed number of
sample values in the immediate past.
In order Lo take advantage of th i.+ unu sed
 information the stopping
rule should lncorporrit.e +he entire simple. A step In this dlrectlon
was taken by Page in (7) with the Introduction of cumulative a„m
schemes. If the mean of a prucess is to be controlled the cumulative
CnrnsBu	
S	 Ln 	 (X i
Jail
- k) are plotted on a chart against. n. The entire
i
history of the process is presented and changes IS the procesA ms-nn an
visible through changes in d1reetion of the mean path. To detect one-
sided deviations in the man, say increases, the stoppirig ruj* uer4 is
to stop the process when the current point of the path (n, n ) risen
a given amount h > 0 above the previous lowest point of Vie pn t.h.
Two-sided deviations are treated by applying two one-sided schemes
h imultaneously. For normal observations the cumtilative sum 'r,tiern-s
have been found to be more sensitive than the Shewhart control. chart.
When no assuMtion is made as to the form of the underlyirw 418-
tributions we might look to non parametric methods for a control
procedure. For exaWle, the sequential rank of X 1 is equally 11,kely
to be 1, 2, ... , 1 as long are no ehanere takes place in thy► d1 stri-
button of Xl , X2 ,
 see , Xi . But when a location change taken place#
say an increase in the process mean, larger ranks would be rx:re probable.
We will consider the sequential mink of IX i I relative to I x1 1, IX21016016
lX i i,	 multiplied by the sign of X 1 (♦ 1 if ^ i > 0	 and -1	 if Xi < 0)
In a process control problem. This method of sequentially assigning
ranks, as noted before, gill be called signed yequs-ntial rnt:VLag.
This dissertation defines two methods of t s l gning r anks in ►,
sequential manner to observations Xl, X2	 • ..	 . Bas i c prope rti e s of
the sequential ranks are studied and distribution theory is dotermined.
Section 2 contains some preliminary results including Bome re lating to
order statisties of observations taken from non identical distributions.
These results are used in the later sections. In SeltWn 3 the method
of oequentisl ranking is defined and It is shoes that for n Fixed sample






of hypothesis testing. .,ection 4 is an application to sequential hypo-
thesis testirig for the tvo sample problem where the alternative is of
the farm proi)t)sed by :,etun ►► nn in (1). The signed sequential ranking
scheme 18 de f i lie d I n :')ec t ior, S all(' ► t condition on the distribution of
the sequer ► ce o1' obse • rv«tlons is giver; which implies that the signed
sequent ial r1inks ,t re i nde-pen lent. Distribution theory is g iven for the
signed arquen t lal rfsr;ks . section 6 contains an apyl i en t ion of signed
sequential ranking to ft procer; 6 control problem.
2. Pre- l iml :iary recalts . Let Xl0 X70 ... 0 Xn be any random
varlubles with continuous comulative distribution functions Fl,
F` , •.. , F	 I!efine x t^k to to the kth smallest in the- ,;et
(X , X, p ... , X ) . We can obt+t In it general expM38 ion for the d i s tr1-1	 a	 n
button of X	 its follows:
nk
(2.1)
	 nk(x) - p(Xrik < x)
n
r `. Y(1 X's Tire < x and n - i X's itre ^O x)
1 -k
Letting ^. 1 denote the e vent (i X's are < x and n-1 X's `ire > x)
there are G) ways to select the X 's which are less than or equal to
X,, and a typical way in which EI could occur Is
E	 ^ ( XJ < x^ ... , XJ < x, x < X .^ i ♦1 , ... ^ x < XJn ^i.^	 1—	 i—
where j- 10 20 ... i ( n ) to take into *ccount all possible cases.i
10
result wt,en the X's tire dist.rM ted according to only two differentfi distributions.
1,emr , % 2_l.	 Iat X 1 , X2 , ... , XN be indel^eriden t r^tnd^.^m var lKbles
whe r • f• (
 X 1 ,p 1 _< i < m)	 -ire 41 s tribu t.ed accord i r wr, to F'(x } and
( X i , m + 1 < i < N) are distributed according to G(x). Then
(^.?)	 F (x) - I	 I (m)(N-m) Flj ( x) (l.M,(x})m•'^Nk	 irk ,-0 i i-j
Glee (X) ( 1- V( x ) ) N-m- i +j
Proof: Each of the basic events E1 (defined above) oan b-
written as a union of d1s,joint events E,,, j a 0, 1, 2, see , i wtiere
E 1, cons ists of ,) X ' s	 ( with d i s t r• i bution F'(x) ) < x P trid i - j X' s
(w!th distribution G(x)) < x, the ro-minining X's +ire > x. 'Mere are
 N - m(, ( 1-,) wFtys to 6eleet such Fin everit,, enct) having probability
F`^(x) (1-F'(x))m-,Qi - '(x) (1-G(x))N-m-14J• We use the convention that
0 if a < b.
11
1i ( rn ) (N-m ) - (")
^ i-^	 i
,no
YOWrkl 'when 0 • F we cfin use the fact that
F(x,y)
to get the known result
N,('•3)	 F(X) - ` ('1) I''i(x)(1 - ^'(x))N-i
1 ^k
In order to derive the distribution theory associated vith the
sequential ranking procedures proposed in this paper the next letimiu
will be useful. We cons ider a random variable X with a continuous
distribi e.tion function F(x) !tt,d define the sign of X to be 1 if
X > 0 l ►nd -1 if X < 0. be tting E • sign O1' X, we can cun;put.e the
joint distri!. .son function for E and
	 X	 fps




_M <y < «, -	 <x < -1
0 <y < «, _1< x <1
0 <y <^, 1< X
where P'(x, y ) • Y(v < x, IXI < A,
since for - = < y < 0, - a < x < «, JXJ > 0 with probability 1 implies
I'(x,y) • 0, for - < y < «, - « < x < - 1, X • * 1 with probability
1 impliefi F(x,y) n 0 0 for 0 < y < «, - 1 < x < 1, F(x,,y)
1 ( y < X < 0) • F'( 0) - F(-y) and for 0 < y <
	
< x < a,
F(X#Y) • P(- y < X < y)	 F(v)
In developing the properties of' the sipried sequenti p il rfink an
important role will be pl p tYed by the deper,dency of the :+ign of X aad
1 Xi and thub wP a v> t nblis t, a condition whereby E and I XI are




 2.2 1 X I	 and sign of X (. Y) are	 independent If and only if
F(-x)
	
. F(0)	 (1 -	 F(x)	 + F(-x)) for all x > 0.




	 F(0)	 -1 < x < 1 Find Y( J X J < y)
1	 1<x
	 F( y ) - F(- y )	 0 < y
1:61 1d the product of the mrlrginals is
0 <y <0i
I	 0 -°° <y <M,
x )
 i'( I I < y ) 1	 F(0)( F( y ) - F(-y ) l	 0 < y <
F( y ) - F(- y )	 0 < y <
l
Thus the point distribution function of F and 1XI
- as < x < W
- - < X < • 1
-1 <X <l
1 < X < M
will factor
Into the product of the marginal distributions if and only if
F(0) -	 F(-y)	 -	 F(0) (F(y)	 -	 F(-y))	 for Fill	 0 < y	 which is equivalent
to the condition in the lemmit.
Remark: Throughouts we will utistune that the basic random variables,
usually denoted by X or Y, are defined on V'r came probitbil i ty space
and have continuous cumulative distribution functions. Thus the ranking
procedures to be defined will always be determined uniquely except
possibly for sets of treasure zero.
13
1
S. The gequentiml Rank. In the introduction we mentioned the
possibility of r ► inking Obe,ervntions Hs tht • y are taken without rerR nking
the previous	 t:!,e r vri tions.	 we "Nike this idea form 1 by
Definition 3.1
	
The sequent ial rank of	
X 
	 relative to	 Xl,
X20	 ...	 ,	
X 





Smallest in the set	 ( Xi , X20	 ...	 , Xn).
1 hus the sequential rank of
	
X1	 is alvays 1, the sequential rank
X`	 I s	 1 or 2	 accord i ng asX2 < X1	 or	 X1 < X2# the sequential
r ► trik of	 X3	 is 1, 2 or 3 according as 	 X 3	 is the smallest, next larg"st
etc.	 use	 notationor 11irgest of tht• set	 ( X10 X20 X3 ),	 144	 th	 Zi




There is a one to one correspondence betveen the set




possible sequential rank vectors	 ( Zl , Z2	 ... , Zn).
Proof:
	 We eftri consider
	 ( Xl ,	 X2 0	 ...	 ,	 Xn )	 • (xl,
	 X2,0	 ...	 0 x	 )n
whe re
 the	 x i
	
t i re	 n	 distinct real numbers and the set ((xil, x
'2
, ... ,
x i ))	 co-sisting of the
	
n:	 vectors obtained by permuting
	 the coor-
ndlna t.e[, of	 ( xl, x2 0 	 ...	 ,	 x n ) .	 The corresponding set	 ((X,	 0 	 X i_ ,	 ...	 ,
1
X i ))	 Kives the
	 n!	 possible ordering*.
	
Nov define the "napping
n
from the set	 (( x i1 , x i_ ,	 ...	 0 x i	 ))	 into the set	 ((r 1.	 r2 ,	 ...	 ,	 rn
^Z n	 th
r 	 • 1 0 r2 • 1, 2,	 ...	 , r 	 • 1, 2,	 ...	 ,	 n)	 by setting the
coordinate of
	 T(x il, x 120	 ... , x i )	 equnl to the rank of
	 xi 	in the
I n ^
set	 x 110 x L ,	 .	 x i
	 .e. the jth coordinate is







,	 x 12 ,	 •..	 ,	 x i,'	 The rry ipping	 q1
	
is one - to-one
and onto.	 (This	 is almost idtnt:cal to part, of the proor of Theorem 1.1
In	 2 J page 995.).
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By this 1 pmv,, we me-in that if we consider each order1 rig, say
X i < X i < 0.. t X 1	 of n set Of observations ( X 1 , X? , . . . , X  )1	 2	 n
rind use definition 3.1 to obtain the ►+ssocilited E3e quentlal rank vector
( Z10 Z2 , ... j Zn ), the sequential rank vector is uniquely determined
rand moreover the sequential rar.t vector uniquely determines the ordering.
Since a partieulur ordering of X 1 , X2 ... , X
n 
also determines
the- ordinary riarik vector ( Tl , T2 	 i Tn } in fa one - to -one rtuie r,
there exists a one- to-ore mapping between the set of sequential rank
reators and the set of ord i rotary rri; ik vectors.
In Order to obtain the probability distribution for sequent1ki
rtatik vectors notice V.at alnev fi particular ordering X it	 iZ< X 	< .., <
X1 determines iu a one-to-one n ►anner an ordinary mnk vector and a
n
sequential rank vectorp it Is enough to determine to mappi ng from the
ordinary dank vector determined by the ordering, to the nequenLial rank
vector determined by thf^ snaw ordering. 'Ifiie distribution of (h11 
20
• 0 . , Zn ) i b then avfai lat)le for a wide clraas of distrIbut.ions of the
basic variables X 	 X2 , . . . , X r since Noeffding has given the dist ri-
bution of (Tit T,,	 # Tr1 ) in (3).
Consider the indicator function
1 1f x < y
X (X, y ) a i
a if X > y




;)(X L , X20 ... , X n )	 it L X ( X j , X2 ),	 , 1 X(X,, X 1 ) 0
' 1 101	 Jul
n
... , 1 X(X,, Xd
J'
1
Ae ith coordinate I X(X,, X i ) is equal to the number of X's inJul
(Xi , X20 ... , X i ) which are less than or equal to X 1 , that is, the
sequential rank of' X1* but s ince X1 < X,I 1ff Ti < T, (1 1 J) we
ha v e
r.(X1, X ,) : X (Ti , T^
and this hold:, for rill 1 and J. Hence We have
(3,1) 'r( Xl# X2, ... , X n ) _ `Y ( Tl, T2! ••. , Tn ) 0 (?.1P
 Z2
, ... , Zn ) ,
and 4) is a mapping from the ordinary rank vectors to the sequentiaal
mark vectoru Cu rresponding to it particula r
 ordering of the Uns is
vnrinhive.
Let f1 i • is 2, ... , n be continuous, non-decreasing functions
defined on the unit interval such that f 1 (0) a i - f 1 (1) • 0 for each
1. Denote by C^ 1 + ( fit fa , • • . 0 fn ) the family of all (Fit F2
0
 ... , Fn)
such that F1 a f1 ( F) where k' runs through all continuous distributions.
Now if Xl , X20	 , X  are independent and distributed according to
F r F2 , ... , Fn , Le hrwi nn hra o shown In (1 J that
(a) the distribution of the ordinary ranks 
Tip T2' " . ' Tn
obtelned from X 1 , X2 , •..	 Xn is conRtant within each fard^p
n4
^_f (fit f2 # ... 0 fn ), this is lenu'1a 3.2, and
(b) the power of any rank test depends only on f l , f 	 fn,
ritA that uniformly most powerful tests exist, this is Theurer 3.1.
N • cause of the one-to one correspondence be twe e n r ►i nk vectors and
^•grrrntial rvrik vectors properties (a) and (b) fire preserved for selrwn-
tial ranks. The reason for this is that In computing sequential rank
vectors we are merely identifying different points in n - dimE•nsional
sF)ri ,•e
 with each possible ordering X 11 < X i_ < ... < X 1	 than when
^Z	 n
ordinary rank vectors are computed. Thus the probability associated
with any aubset of ordinary rnnk vectors can also be associated ulth
P t
 unique subset of seque ntial r f tr,k vectors and we h , ,vep analogously as
In (11,
Theorv iT, 3.1. Given n functions fo0 fo , • .. • f 	 Knd arty
---	 n





fl , f2 , ''' ' fn ) (i.e. a test bused on the sequential ranxs), the
rower of this test depends, only on fi, fo p • • • , f0. Tl.nt 	Is , if
( Fl ,	 F2 , ...	 ,	 Fn ) and	 ( Fi,	 Fl t
	...	 , V ) belong to the sarw class
(fl , f	 0	 ...	 0 1' r,) 	 the	 test hris the aftme sower f ign i ns t theor two
filternatives. • irthe • rau r+' given any clasp s	 alternatives K:
( Fl , F2 ,	 ... Fr` ) E Or(fl # fop ...	 f11 ) there exirsts H uniformly




,, ... , X
	
f ire independent and identically distributed
n
the sequenti f il r.-inks ire independent with distribution
P(z i
 = k) - 1/i




A proof of this is given in (2), We see that the mapplt4, defined in
(3.1) taken tho- vector of dependent rank: (Tl , T2 , ... , Tn ) into the
vector of indejendent sequential ranks (Zi p Z2 , ... 0 Zn ). Thus
according to Theorem 3.1 and the discussion leading to it ve lose nothi.%g
matter of hypothesis testing by considering sequential ranks
int,trad of ordinary ranks, and in bast when we are dealing with inde-
perAont and Identically distributed vindorri varlables we find that the
sequential ranks are independent.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the orde red
ob.^r-rvations M ini the sequential rank vt-ctCr, the distribution thotory
for :Jequentiai rarih vectorr. 1s also completely si)ecifled by
P(X
	









< ... < x	 < ..	 J	 Jin
•	 ... r	 df (y )
	
J 	 AniJ i,0<y <y < ... <y <1it	 i2	 1n
where y,	 F(xi ) and the X i are assumed to be indeperlde nt in this
Ai
calculation. Let f • ( fl) f2 p ... .4 fn ) and write
P(Xl "^ < ... < Xn ) n P(f) . "Me distribution function for the n!
vectors (Z-40 Z20 ... , Z) is obtained by computing P(f) for all
posuible Permutations: of the components of 1'. In order to determine
the mfsrginal distribution for Z1 we notice that 1"' 1 n k if only if
18
X 1 1s the kth smallest lr:7t ^►m.^ng the f  rst 1 observat inns, and we get
NO
1J4,
where f 1 1s the kth eoord 1 nn t o of f s rig! the summa tion 1 e t.akern
over . the (1.1): permut.ati r,ns of the coordinates leaving f 	 fixed nt
the k t h coordinate.
Fc , r the special r , tcee wher* the X
1 
are- taken to tie identically
distributed, w.• cRn take f1 (x)	 x w1thout. loan of generality # and it
ia, e , t:,y to ,.nmj^ute (3.2) and (;.3) to get
(S .y )	 P(f) R 1/n:
1 111d	 P(Zi 0 k) • 1/1	 k	 1 0 2 0 ... , i • 1 $ 1, 2, , .. , n
y le 1 d i i,g the lndependt • nce Of Z1# Z2 ,	 r 7,n is noted l+Dove .
Ariother finectal c ►1 riee to be used lm.er , is when the fi are take_
a
to be the Letinv ► rin alternativt•s, introduced in ( i J. We let, F 1 (x) - F i(x)
it  









 IDy reIFtbellr^g the X's, the probability of r► ny order of the X's can
t v I...s
. . .pbe found using (3.5), s^ _ . 	 911 the values needed in (3.2) to specify




4 . An App 1 i .:rition of Se uential Ranking to IbWthesis Tyatin
In the norrpar ► ume t r i c, f ixe4 sample size, tvo slimple, problem, it is
assumed t.hnt there are nvallrible tvo sets of observations (Xl, X2
. . . , X m ) and ("Y1, Y2, ... , Y n ) each not frcRn some probability
d. jtribution. The problem is to test the hypothesis that the d1stri-
butionti rare the sri:ne, igninst, t.,e alternative that they fire r]ifferent.
Usumlly the alter ► ,ntive is tr -', ro restrict i ve as when only a Ohift in
location is cunn itiere,1. In this section we cons icier the noripmrametric
two .crimp i e problem rir, it se( perm al problem rather . thnr. fixed tramp 1 e
size.
I&. t	 X i	 1 a 1, 2 P	 ... arA	 Y, j a 1# 2,	 ...	 be	 indept-ndent
random variables Lind ts vt me w#•	 wish to test
H: a a F	 riKH 1 fist	 K: 0 • f( F)
wi.err • F is the continuous cumulative distribution of the X' s
 and
G the contirzuous cumulative distribution of the Y's. We propose to
use the sequential probability ratio statistic based on the sequential
ranks and we can assume the observations to be taken alternatively ns
X 1 , Y1, X2, Y2 ,	 0 Xn , Yn.9 .. .
L	 Net L	 ?.1, Z2 , ... , ,'.N ) be the sequential rrtr ►k vector babe	 1 the
first N otiberv ,xtions nr ►d write P1(2^)/P0(?) as the sequential
probability rut lo, 
P 
	 rel'erring to the alternative to the hypothesis,
Po to the hypothesis.
Under the hypothesis P/ Z, a z) n 1% N: and P0 ('LN ) • 11 N!	 Under
the as ternative we can compute P(^' N a z) by noting that each outcome
1-10
4vector	 c^)rrPspo:.,Ab, In it one-t o -une manner, to a particular order
of the X'S and Y's. For example
L^	 (1, 1, I)	 •• X,,, •,- Yl < X1,t. L	 (1, 2, 1	 X,., < X 1 	Y11..
A.
Each ? N in turn corres,pondb o n vector ( ( F, 1,, F) or ( F, F, G)
as In Our ex,%mple! ) r-,1' Vs, ?+nl Co ' s menni . ng t.h&t ,oe
 
obiservst`lon
appf-ir ir ►g Ir• the i t" h vrru ► lleV. ;,on i uion iri t !ie orderitig of X' n nnd
Y's han t t;e► d 1 r t r i th uLion F u  L Fit cord i nR ►is V or	 n[) j)e•Elrs
as the Ith courdln y te of the F, G vector. Thus to compute
I'(I.N
	z)	 ,'or all possible wiluo • r. of z we! need only compute
Y(U l < U2 < ... < UN )00
where U- ; n rtrn X	 r F. Y ueeor , i i ng to the )utcon* .
	
In part 1 rular
wher. 1' it-, ► i continuous increabirW,, function on the unit interval with
1'(0) 1 - 1'(1) - UO Li,e pro^i ,nt,ility d1st.ribut.ion Is constant. for all
continuous distributions  F and depends only on f. In fa c t we have
N
P(U1 < U` < ... < UN ) _	 /	 ^^ df (F(ti))J
- O1' < tl < ... < tN < oo i -1	 t
	
... r	 r df"
	
I^	 i (y i)
0< y1<...<yN<1 1"1
by letting y i	 F( t i ) where f i (F(t 1 ))	 F(t i ) Aft U1 m Xi and

















In the special case of Lehmnn Ptlternatives f(x) - xa , a *> 0






1 1 f• ui n xi
where	 Al - i
a if U  
a Y1
and the probability ratio reduces to
P' (zN)	 I^ : fa N/2
po'N)	 1 
A,Jul 1
A elml i! ► r r•-sult hol(lb for V odd.	 *"he vector AN • ( Al t A2' . • • , AW)t
corresp r-mid i na to the vector of F's Find 0 ' s determines P(ZN •Z)
for ((N/._) : j'	 outcomen z out of t tie N: possible. We cwi compute










l	 ^A^	 a+S A 
J)










\ ^' AJ J (1 +	 AJ
teed ^'1	 i ^z-1	 J01
N odd
N even
where Z, • sequential reuik of 
Y
ID+l 0 N odd, and Z n sequential rams
of X N+` 	 N even. At. t he N ♦ lit observation
	 is determined
and If Z • k, the N + is t ut)se rva t, i on came between the k - 1 a
and the k t,h smnllest observnt.lons of the prece-ding N observations.
Thus AN+1 - ( A l , A` , 00 0 p k-1' A*# A,k^	 , AN ) where A* - 1 it
the N + l st observation is an X and A* - a if the observation is





the observations are taken. For example S1 = 1
21/1ft it X 1 < Y1	 12
	 a))




x  < y1 <X2
if	 .. ^^	 ( 1i a s 1)
X, < yl < x 
Yl < X1 X2
if 
Yl <% < X1
x l	 ^ 	 Y,
If x2 < Xl < Yl ^. A^ (1, 10 )
wr rioted before thit t. Under the hypothr t', l s a • I the sequential
rankt: Ll , 42 , ... , 2N Pir o- l rldespet , (le , nt•	 H-weverp whorl it	 1 wP do
riot have this 1ridepe ride rice property. Consider the crtttr N e 3 where
we ob©erve Xi , Y1, X2 in that order. 'Me pons able outcomes nre
Ordered obse rvit * 1 yris i , t l r ► tr ,k:r Probabili t y
X, < x3 Yl ( 1 , 2 t 2) a/2(2h)
X2 < X 1 	 . y1 ( 1, 2, 1) a,/2 (2 +,A )
xl < y	 < X` (1, 2 0 3) a,'( 1 +a) (2 +n
X2 < y  < Xl 1, 1 0 l^ a^ ( 1 *a ^ (2 +c^ )
Y1 < X1 < x2 ^li 10 3) 1/(1♦a)(2+a)
Y1 
- X2 < x 1, 2) 1/^i^s► ) (2 +e►
&W the marginal distributions are easily computed as
J*
0^e or..
P(Z1 • 1) •1
P(Z2
 . 1) • '/1+a 	 P( Z3 • 2 ) • (2+a+ad)12(1+a)(2+a)
P(Z2 • 2) • ►,/1 of	 f (:: 3 • 3j • 1/24%
Nnv P((Zl, Z2• Z3 )	 ( lo 1s 1) • a/(14*)(2+R) and P(Z1 w 1)
1) ( ?i • 1) P (Z ' 1) • ^Y ^Ii a^ +a
	 1.n
	 Fir ►d It fo ll ows t im I
"Il• Z2# Z3 cfinriot be in(Iri > --(lent unlrcta It • 1 mince independence
of Zl0 Z20 Z,
7 
1Wl ir g
 0+G)/2(1+&) • 1 which in turn implies a - 1•
n'Muri we h yr 
I't^eo rn 4.1	 LatXl , Y1  X2 , ... 0
v u r i ably
 s with X! d i stribut*d accord ! nor
accord i nR to G '; ' #	 Z? It > 0.	 m or:1;:f=n' ifs1
me indr i , crident it %rid ody if it a 1.
As nn illustration of the sequential




to F and Ti distrib ut.e► d
rAnks based on su* a sequence







xd • a .a_s
X 2. 32)
X10 . 4. 08
X11 • 5.67
X 12 . 2.94
X15 • 5.90
3 i4 - 2.18
X15 z 5.39
X16 = 2.'r4















x 1 5 = 2.17
Y14 - 1.97




x8	 3.0.'	 X17 • 5 .4y2	 Y8 • 2.56
X^	 3.26	 X18	 2.70
	 y9 - i•9i
eThe dr,ta is triken tMm Tritblr 6WA prtge 600 of "Statistics, A New
Appronch," W. A. Wallis and H. V. Roberts # The Free Press # Oleneot-,
Illlnoie. If we assume X hris some continuous distribution Y and Y
has PA as a distribution then
69)	
1)p(x < Y)	 1	 r( y ) (IFA (y) • ^,.
	
l	 t
Suppose we consider n • 4,	 P(X < Y) • . 6 hn the altfrriRtive to the




	 a 1 - .o •19
J	 . 01)
1 a • I ' 0 . 	 .0,,2 6
rind 11' ` ' ri < b we accept H: a n 1, i T !1N > A we accept K: a • 4
and	 i f'	 H < % < A we take another observation rind compute SN+1*
repeatirig the test. Using the com; atational formulas (4.1) and	 (4.2)
we get
S 	 .454
:^2 = 1.6	 S12
	
.725






a 4.15 S15 • .467 
S6 • 6.65





58 . 4.0 :,1A a.242
s9 • 3.51





•1& s iner S20 < .0526 we f+ccf-w, N it t, t, he 
20 th 
obsrrvat I on .
Not i c e th ►lt even though the yrobaUl l 1 ty ra tio `'N It', written ►ifs
a f=Ctlt >n of the i,eyu-nt lal ranks, in (4.1) and ( 4 .2) 0 it can tilso bo
^ ^^•
cc_mpLAte •
 1 as b function
fur vxwrple i t rie4 orde r
or A 2"1 .  X : ilrlc'1
Enct; ,r(ler rc^nfipr3rl+t i
It c ►m t, , lt)i,en th ► lt. for
rationsi :'N tuxt-8 on
arui t h e - corif Igura y, lurai
of the order configuration. By t his we t,ran,
	
conf twur ► lt lon 1 it 1 Stands for X  < Y 1	X2
1 1 s tands for Yl < x l	 X^ or Y l 	 x^	 X,.
an deter rr,trwr a value of S N
 tie; n function of rt.
!tome • v11 1 !, e • of n / 1 and two different cc)nf W-
	
the • :ou^x • v ► l l ue. Axe fin e-xampl • cons iJc r	 N ea 6
it 1 1 1 ► f, find 1 a a a 1 1. The dencsrinators
In :,)U for theve• ronf igurnt. ions are
9 1 (ft) r 11('1 + 1 ) ( 11 + 2) ( a + I)(Lt1 ♦ 3)(5a + 3)
	
E (a) a l(l * ► 1 )( l +	 ♦ %)(2 + 3e)(3 ♦ 3a)
respectively. For .`1 n 1/1') and a a 2 we get
9 1	 9,
	
(1/2) v, ,(112) = 94 5/8	 and	 g1 (e) w 9,3(2) = 75W.
AL.
Let c(t) be the number of different configurations such that




(it 1 N - (^^	 c(t.) a
P( SN 
0 t I a) .	 t
1.1 J 
= 1 J!
where the n 1 ' s -orrespond to any part. l eul ar configuration making
S  = t (aj
 a 1 or a according as X or Y Is in the j th place) . IF
27
____
(4.3) follows because iny two configurations which mnkr	 S 	 • t













In (4.5) and (4.4) (x) is the- K r e%test Integer function.
In Wnld'r+ Sequent 4 al probitbAlIty ratio tent the approximritioM
A	 H > 1--	 aro- valid when the probability of termirwtion
of the trst. Is 1.	 inequalities were derived under the assumptlen
that the basis sequence of prut,ability ratios was determined from an
indel:erident sequence of observations and that the sequential probability
ratio at the nth observation is formed as a product of independent and
identically distributed random variables. Under the alternative hypo-
thesis we have found that the sequential r ► irlks
 
ti re
 not inde pe ndent.
Thus we must now show that the test terminates with prot,mbility 1 in
order to interpret CY iind is as error probabilities.
It ir: enuugh to show thut, the test terminates with hrobr,b ility 1
considering only N even. For N even we car p write
S-1 =
	
a-112 1	 ci ,1(4.5)	 N	 1 i n1
and Aef i ne AN 1	 A, with Y1 = A =1^2 AN ►tnd 71 	 log ri 	We
J-1
consider first the case where the null hypothesiri is true. Al,






giving F.(A,) • F.(A1+ ) -=`
	For 1 r j we have
- ^'




 N - 1
(,,•'t)
	P(A1	 1, A j	 ri) + P(A 1	 u, A^	 1) • 
I NN1
rind << GImplO OWI,u t atior. g i vv it	 V ► i r (A )	 (l-u)	 an f Cov(A i , A )^	 .^
	
-1 ( 1-° ^ 	
A1Lo F(YN ) - a -112 E(aN)	
n•1^2 + a l 2	
andN-1
	 1	 1	 '
^^^^	
.1	 .1	 1	 ,_!
Vrir(Yi) r °;- Vur ( Vh • d:-	 Z Var(A,) + 2 :^	 Z Cov( A,. A0 }
	
1	 1	 ^1	 :1 k-j+1
_ 11 - ' 1 ( 1-u )- + (12	 i)	 -1 (1 -F3)
	
N-1	 2
= 1(1-a 2 1 N-i
	a 	 .?	 N-1
	 1
and notice thAt VRr(YN) 1s decrens ins in 1 as I • 1, 2, .. , N.






In uMer to show that, the test terminatrs wit h probability one It.
1E. enough to show thrit CN1 -+ 00 1n probab111ty, Thus for arbitrary
positive B we show that
29
10
•l im P(` N1 < 3,/s^ • .11M P(l og SNI < LOS 1/B) - 0
N -+w	 -0 so





N	 NN< P	 I	 ^ N.	 -	 L ^: (z^ J ,	 I	 > - K *	 I s(Z")
i n1 i	 1.1	 1	 1.1	 i




since	 1 is bounded, and bounded away ft m 0, we have
1 og YN . log X. 4- — i 	 n _ (Y,^ _	 )2 	 1 ^.1	 i	 a	 a	 1	 a	 ^,i
v	 ^. ^ _ I ^+/2 ♦ a1/2 > 1 and 	Nhf- re ^ .	 1s bounded away from 0q	 ( i )	 ^	 ^1	 Y	 ,
and further
E(Z1) > log Xa - c i N- 11	 c	 0
	














o	 V ►^r(ZN) + 2	 Ccv(7.N, -N)
	
1^1 1	 1=1	 iq
N
Var(:'.1) 4 2	 ( Var( Z I 	 Var (ZN) ) 1/'2 .
i y l	 i c j
ftwo r- xpirA 1 r;p	 )g Yi in only two	 .-t.cmr,
)	 E(lc^g Y, - ^(lc^g Yi) )`
	 k:(IcK 1 - 14..)gg ^a ) 2Var(li
Y 	 h 2
_ E - N a) < of Var(YN ) x c :. iN^il
^1
1 14-  i
arldi 1 N_1	 is decreaaUg ft I. Now we can write
Var








i r; • C• log :^ -1 = &- z	 we have JN1 -+w	 in probabili ty, and when the
i-1









More genernlly now cons ider
(4.©) PN 	P(A 1 < SN1 < B -1 ) • P(K1 - 1A G log : ^-1 . µN < K
	
NN)
where K ' a log A, K2 = log b^ l and ;1N	 F(log F, - 	 For Inrge41





P( I log : ;N - uN ^ > uN - K^ ) <	 if	 µN
( µN - K2)
P  -
n_l 	 Vur (log S^1)
P(I log S'- ►• N (	 K l - ► ,N =
	
ccIf	 JA `'	 - 
The Lev will terminate vith probability 1 us long Fit; P 	 -4 00
and	 tt, i s 1-3 i ndep--iment of the true distribution of the	 Y population
s inre the i nequal ities in (4.9) w•-r •,- obtrt l ned without reference to the
distribution of the Y's. In particular w- founA that when the X ► tr ► d
Y populations sire identically distributed, w  = 0(N) rind
Va r ( lug SNl )	 0 (N log N) .
The method just given to show that the probability of termination
of the test is one is riot satisfactory for all alternatives since the
verii'ication of condition (4.9) is difficult. We now consider ri better
approach. As before take N even and write the probability ratio its
cc(4.10)
	














In order to show that the probribility of' termi nat ion is orie It Is
enough to shoe thri • N-1 log TN eanvergos to some non- . 1ro constant
since for fixed boundaries A, B, the equivalent formulation
Nlog A- t N log T.1- i i 09 b -1
Will terminate with probability one, provided N-1 &Og '? convrrges in
pro l.iab ility to some non-zero constant.
I,et
	
2n ° R	 and lot
	
Z,l ,	 742 0 	 ..	 ?N be the or&r st•tlatirh for
the combined :;fLMj)1P. Define tho empirical eusulative dist.ribut:on
funetIMS for the X's !tnd Y's its




C t j	 (numbe r• of Y • a < r J
ri	 n
1
trice I A, • ( nUMber • of X ' s in ?.l , Z^	 , 1. 1 ) i- s( number of
Jul
	








	- 1 log e - log d + Ing N	 A^ lop, N.
1 N
	




	 lim	 N - A log N:) ^ 1, we have
N -*W
N
I'm N-1 log TN	log e/2^ + l+m N E log ( Fr;(Zi) + a Gn(Zi)):d +w	 N ♦ W	 i•1
w
• Log e/^f +	 log (F(x) + R G(x)) (dF(x) + dG(x) ),
_no
the la t. t.e r limit following from ►t result of	 1. P. , -)t vrtoff- find
J. Jbt.hur , tr-w,  commur. f fated to the author Dy : ;cthur-,"tn as







be independent random variables where the
to the continuous distribution F and th,
uuue 11s+ribution G. Let ?.1 , Z2 , ... ,
atatldt .ics of tt,e cumbined sample vid lot
cumulrttive distribution functions of the
are distributed according
necording to the contin-
N	 2n) r)e thf• order
and G  be the empirical





^, log (Fn(Z )1 + ► ' G z )) -*	 !	 log( F(x) + a G(x))(dF(x) + d(;(x))isl	 i ^p
in provab ility . ( see (10) )
In our case G • F or f^ 	 dej)eriding upon which hypothesis holds.
IF)wever we will consider the enure eltir-s of alter-natives F'b , b > 0
which could hold. Let N -1 log TN ♦ La N) . Then
34
0	 .gyp... nom,	 MMW- - -
	 ace-+. y
fb
r °°Lfl (b)	 log e/2/a- + i	 lug(F' + aFb ) d F +aaF









log 2 -	 log a ♦ l/+n log(l+e) + 2	 log(l+atc-1)dt
0
71,e funct ion	 log(l+ntb-1)dt	 decrease© as 1, increases, and thug
0
Lr1 (t,) is monotone i ►, b, lecreu:-sing when 1 < a, and increasing when
it < 1.




a 112 > 0 for a/ 1 .La (1) = leg 
Under the al ternntive hypothes 1 s b	 a and
ti -1/2 * a l/2	 ?	1	 1La (rl)	 log	 -	 2	 1
- a dt.
0 a + t
In order to show t,hnt t he test terminates with probab i 11 ty 1 we must
have I,a (n)
 0 00 for n # 1. In Nct we will show that La (a) < U
for 
	






	L ( 1/R) = to8 
a 11 + °-1/2	 •1 1 2 1	 1	 dt
a
1	 2	 2	 , 0 a -1 ♦ tl-1, ^
JAI a 11
2
 ♦ a w? _ a-1 2 11	 e
2	 2n 	 0 1+8t1 - 1 n
n 	
a
-1/2 + n 112 -	 -1 2	 1 n2 ^'^-1 
dc^	 t	 •a
2a	 0 l+a 8
	
a 1/2 + 1/2	 a 1 Z	 1	 1
	









	 (r, -1 )2	 dt -	 1	 ft 1 2 - dt
0 4m + (f, - 1)2t	 0	 n,tl - a
1
0	 4s + (n-1) t	 a+t
and wf- wiah t0 :show that aft  n < 4a + ( p - 1 )`? t for 0 < t < 1 anvi
0 < a < 1. Define












_ (I-n) t -a < ( n-1)2 - (1-a) _ ( u-1) a < 0
2
at
Since h(n, 0) • 3a, h(a, 1) a a (rn + 1) we may conclude that.
h(a, t) > 0, which mrikes the integrand in 2La (Ft) negative an was to
be proved.
We hit v, ::. wn that the : ; ,:-quvntial test to m i runes with pror,ability
one under the null and alternative hypothesis rind moreover the tent will
ter rninrite with proba bility one when the Y 's are difjt.ributed according
to Fb for b > 0 except possibly for only one val ue of b. This
follow:; !corn the mo notonlelty of L a (b) .
We also remark here thri t for a fixed sarrri)le size teat of
h 0 : X Fp Y F
aga i ris t )J l : X b F, Y ^• e	 u	 > 0
using rtsr,kn )i' obr;er-vat,iorir,, the Neyman- 'earson theory would give a
most powerful test of t.'ie form
rtccept 
	
Vor	 N1 > K
Are equivnl r • rit test would t-e to ticcept ^- J if Nlog ,- > N lo g K.
Assume it > 1 and lo-A 1, (0) • 0. Then
lim P( N 1ogSN 1 > 1 log K) =1	 if Y — Fb b < b
N -♦ O;	 0
lim P( N logSN l <'NlogK) -1	 if	 Y — Fb	 bib
N -, m	 0
and thus for a test of the composite hypotheses
	
0 : X — F, Y " F 	 0 < b < b0 (a
	against ^41 : X — F, Y — F 	 b0(a) < b
the test :s consistent (in probability).
f
tn




P	 9	 n relat 1 ve►
5.	 'I1,e . 1 drr,ed 14- i le nt lal } < ► r,k .	 We now ex t.en.d the rank i:,g procedurt
def ined in : ,e ctlon 3 to Inc lude the e ig n cf' t he obFerva tion. 'Mis corre•
^pondn to the s lgr,ed rank statistic used in fixed sample size probl e mt; .
Definition 5.1 71,e signed sequential rn.^.k if	 X relative to
rr
	 to IX 1 ,9 I X2 1 0 ... , IX n I and sign ( X ') 	 where sign (X II )	 1 if
Xn > 0 rind e; i wn (X n ) a -1 if Xn < 0.
In the case of sequential rank vectors there ►ire N: points in th f-
r rir :ple space corresponding to a sample X 1 , X2 ,	 x N t+ nd in the
c ru;e of signed sequential
 
rank vectors the rt lire 2 N	 eAN! points corr -
^i londlr,g to the s ► Lmu :,ample. Of course it' the batik v pirinbleti (the Xi)
C
► ire• positive r­ ► r:d,)m variables (or neK,,itive) the signed Sequential ranks
lire equivailent to the sequential ranks.
We found in Section 3 thtkt when the basic random veirlablet; tine
independent and identically distributed Lire sequential ranks are inde -
pendent. This result does not hold in gene ral for tAgned sequential
ranks and so we now determine a sufficient condition for this result to
told in this vase.
Let X 1 • X20 ... , X 	 he indeperi lent and identically distributed
r,irvlom va riables and let 
Z 
	
seq', erltlal r• tir ►k of Ix 	 relative to
IX1^^	 It ... , IXi j,	 El •sign ( X i )	 Witt,	 Y 1 ' F, 7, 1 ,9 i • 1,
2 0
 ... , N. It FW • P(Xl < x) satit^fles the condition in lemma 2.2.
L: 1 , X^ 0 X,, , ... , X 1 	are ir;de PT. .Iaent and it fo11oM8 that E1





1.) ( Y 1. a J) n P(E i a 1 0 Z1 • J) ' P( E I U 1 ) P(ZI • J)
(5.1)	 • (1-F(0)) 1/1
P(Y i . 0j)	 P(E i • -10 z  x J) = P(F: i . .1) F^( ZI n J)
F( p) 1/1
for J • 1, 2, oe. pi p i • 1, 2 9 ... , N.	 P(Z,	 ,^)	 1/1 follows
from ('.4)
We will now show tha t the e-onditlon Ovrn in lrTum 2.2 1r: n
s;:1'ficient, condition to guarantee the independence of the signed
sequential ranks .
Theorem 5.1. If Xl, X2 1' ... , XN are independent and 1dentYcally
distributed accoriing to F(x) uhere F( -x) - F'(0) ( 1 - F'(x) ♦ F( -x)) for
all x > 0 then tt,r slp,ned sequential ranks 
X  
Y2, ...	 YN are
independent random vnrinbles.
Proofs Let (lip 12 , ..	 i N ) be an arbit rary outcom vector for
( y
1 
 Y2 p ... , Yx )
 
Fi nd lot k b* the numbe r of pos itive integers in
0 1 , 12 , ... , i N ) .	 we t ► PLve
	
P(Y - 






 (5.1) . :':nc• h outcowe vector Corretipondh to g particular ordering of
the X's, with N-k of the X's neptive. The absolute values of thet;e
N-k X's taive 4 particular ordering among the positive X's. So each
outc• ()r-e vector is equivalent to fin event like ( 0 <tl X < t2 X, < ... <
	
^l	 2




button function for -X is I.F( -x) and using F'(-x) - F(0)(1-F(x) + F(-x) )
we have
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•d(1-F(- x))	 -dF (-x )
btlee
Y(YI = il, Y2	 i2 , ...	 Y 	 iN)
• P(O < E X < ...	 E X )




'i^.x	 (y i )
R	 10 < y I <
...<yN <Ov	 1
F(0) t. k	 1,	 r -
..	 •' r / X 	 iV
0 <yl<... <;^N<..i^	 ^i
I 0	 N-k
	
= 1-F	 I'(0 < X, < ... < X'i	 .N
	
I, O	 N-k P(0 t X i ,for all 1 )	 1-k 1 - r 'SU)
_
'. F )	 N:	 N.
7,11118 KY1 n 11 , Y2 • 12 ,	 , YN - 1 N )	 ^1'(Y, 0 1^) r.stablish!ng
the Ind(-pendet,ce.
!ierivirk: In the proof of the theorem we hive nuts , uned that h(0) ^ 1.
If F(0) . 19 the X1 fire negativc random vnrir ►bles and the Signed
s(• quential ranks re iuee to (-(sequent itii rank of I X , j )),P which an
1deper1(IR-nt.
'Tt.e condition F(
- Y ) = F(0)[', - F(x) + F(-x)) for al "L x > 0 Is
s , iLisfled by distributions of positive, negative w .d gy rMnw, tric (f► t)out 0)
r •rndom variables. A larger class of distributions :3ata sirs the
cc,n ,iition. It wf. consider till mew-iurr► t le sets A k- (Op c) and define
-A • (x:
	 x c Aj	 then thow condition
I A X t A) a k 1',-(X E- A)	 k> 0, n I 1 A





s i nee '. . ak ing A - (0, a) we get k
	 F, 0 
0	
and tak i ng A • (0, X) wr get
F(- x) • F(0) (1- Y(x) + F • (- x)	 for all x > 0. On the other t,a nd ,
s tart 1 ng with F'(- x) • F(0)(1-F(x) + F(-x) ) for all x >0 we go t 	 R
(1F'(x) a1-F'(n	 d(-F(-x) )
and
Pr(X E Al •dF'(x) r 1- 0F0	 d(- F'(-x)) • 1 FF'r'0 Pr(X E - Al
fA 	 fA
We now consider the Fisymtotie distribution of s,:ma of ri lgned
tiegto-ritial ranks based on observations from s distribution satisfying
the condition in Theorem 5.1. Let
	
X10 X2 ,	 ...	 ,	 X  be independent
Identically distributed randor;: variables with common distribution
i'unction F(x) such that for all x > 0 F( -x) a F•(0)(1-F(x) + F'(-x) j
holds. Defi nF• Y	 signed r:equeni ial rank of X
	
Us t rig (5.1) we
n	 n
get efts ily
E(Y rr )	 (1-2F(0)) n +
(5.2)
VRr(Y )	 1 _	 1-'F(U)-
2	




When F(x) Liatis i' 1 es the condition of Theorem 5.1 tht• signed
sieyur- ntiK: r-Finks itrP independent, but not identically distrii)utsd, anri
n
forming the partial sums, S 1 _ I Yi we havei•l
42
-•- ,^.	 rev/L
Now for a > 0 0 K	 1, 2, ••• , n, a2 - Var( S 	 It follows that for
large Priough values of ri
Iy -^:(Yk di > E or,
(Y - F-( Yk ) ) 2 dry (Y) a 0k
because the rarwr- of integration hecome—, ea Set with zero probability
Y	 Iv bounded it o cord i ng to I Y 	 )' rind on •^ c • n3/2 . 11ur;
i1 13 n -* w the I nteg I— i e zero far al l k	 1p 2, ...	 n and by the
Lindege. N- Fellsr 'Theorem it follows that 8n to Ftrynr.otlrn.11y normal.
It we nor-nal l ze ttj(- L igrne d nequent. ital ranks and then cons ider
pi rt. iul : um-) wE • gc-t
n	 Y1 - F:( Yi
n	 i l (Va r (Y
arui
–	 1	 1 2 2 17^ ♦ ,r"('Jrar ( Y i ))	 (:1 i




rs t ♦ w w r,ere C9	 1- (1-2F(0)	 hence the no rmalized signed
sequential ranit, t re uniformly bounded and by the bounded LyRpounov
Thp rem 8*1,r Is ►ir;:m totica lly distribu+ o-i ris a unit nc, rmr+ 1 r ►+ridom
variable.
As was noted in the introduction, some statistical preblems are
concerned with detecting a change in the distribution of fi sequence of
observations obtained from some process. We now consid*r the case vhe r-f-
In the bna ic set of independent random variables (Xi , X2  ...	 ,	 Xp)
.1e first	 m ire distributed according to FW and the ro-rv ► fining
N - m are distributed according to a(x). As before let Y  denote
the signed sequential rank of X 1 . Since each possible outcome vector
for (Yl . Y2 	YN ) correspond& to an event of the form
(0 < tl X^ < 42 X1 < ... < EN XI 11	 2	 N
w1 are t i	 ♦ 1 and (il , 120 ...	 ix) is a permutation of
(1, 2,
	 , W) , the join* distribution of the s igne(i : iequent l"1 r a t nks
Is obtairwble, in principle, from
(5.4 )	 Y(0 < cl X1 < t2 X1 < ... < tN Xi ) • P(F', a, t)1	 2	 N
where s = ( E10 t2 , . . . , 4 N ) . In general ( when F f 0) the Y 1 are
not independent. For example if we are sampling from an unknown distri-
button F(x) and w- wish to detect a change in distribution to BA(x),
a > 1 (a stochastically larger distribution) Owre F(0) • 0, u-- losf-
ti* property of independence. In this simply case signed sequential
r 'iriks and t ,pquential rrir,ks3 are equi v rilent rind takiria N • 3 with o • 1
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	i'(Y	 1) • 1, i' (Y 	1)	 1-	 ( Y	 1)	 1 +`ri
	
1	 2	 1 art	
P j	 21 +re	 1 +. ' ► i
and F(Yl • 1, Y2 	1, Y^	 1) •
 YCITI • . In F•' ► ► f• r ►il, foi • t > 1
1	 1	 1+'^^	 1	 1+'a
2 1 +i2 ^► )	 1 +a 140a
	
+ :, 7a (1
+rt
Since there are cases when the signed sequential rusks area i tiAe -
pendent we now determine the mnrdinal distributions for signed sequen-
tial ranks in the case where a cham7p
 in distribution from F(x) to
G(x) occurs for arbitrary continuous distributions F(x) Rnd G(x).
vi riables with Xi
1 < i < N distributed
the	 sequential
function of the kth
.. , X N-1 ) . It is enouK r,
i emnvl 2.1 ►in^l	 } '(i x l < X)
Let X1 , X2 , ... , XN be independent random
1 < i < m distributed as F(x) and X1 m +
as G(x). Take N v m + n, and let Y  be
rank of Xi and Hk(t) be the distribution
order statistic from the not (X1 1, lX2 1 ► .
to determine the distribution of YN. Us } rw,





^}{ k (t) . L
	
L (,)(i-,)(^'(t 	 - H'(- t ))'1 (1 - r(t) ♦ F'(- t)
i •k ,•0




N, v let?.	 be the kth orde r F; t r i tlattr 1 • rom	 X1^1





NO < xis < Zl ) _ E ( G( Zl )) - G(o)
•
 f
400(t) dtil (t) - G(0)
0
• 1 - ((o) -	 H1(t) dG(t) .
0
Also for 2 < k < N - 1
Y(Y N • k)	 1(Zk 1 < X N < ?k )	 E(G(Zk )) - F(`'(Zk-1))
•	 m
Now F;(G(Z))	 G( t) dl (t)	 1 -	 t' (t) dG(t) t;ndk	 ^ 
00 ^k
•
P(YN - k) -(Hk-:(t) - itk (t)) dG(t)0
k-1 (m')( n-1 ) I^ (F'(t) - F'(-t))^ (1-F(t) ♦ F(-t))m-JJ
^ so	 Q
(G(t) - G(-46))"- 1.j . (1-G(t) + G(_t))r)-k+j dG(t)
F'or k	 N	 got E (YN a N) m P( N-1 < XN )	 1 - E(G(Z'N_1))
•	 IfN-1(t) dG( t) • For neK ► + ^A w . valuam of YN wr can calculate
0
P(YN	-k) • P(Zk-1 < x  < ? )In A similar manner to Obtain finally






















k•1 ( m )( n-1 '
 fm(F(t) - 7( -t)) j (1-F(t) + F(- t))M -JN	 ` ,I k 1 ^WO 	 0
(5.6)0 (G(t) - G(- t)) kol	(1-G(t) + G(-t))rl-k+j dG(t)
NY n -k)	 _ k)1(m)^ n-1 )
	 M (F(t) - F( -t)) j (1-F(t) + F(-t))m-'1 4 	 id
	
^ •o	 0
• (G(t) - G(-t)) k-1 -.) (1-G(t) + G(-t) )n-k+" (i(;(-t)
w








The equations given in (5.6) can be written in one fo r-trul - t nF
P(i a Co n t k-" ( a.n)( K1n-1J ) 
0
. ( ^ (t)	
F,( t) )" ( 1 . F(t) ♦ F( _t)) ' n -^II	 ^
no 
(5.7)
((;(t) - ^,(- t)) ``-1•j (1-G(t) ♦ (1(-t))rl - ?+j Ci(a(Et)
where s n + 1 and k • 1, 2 # ... p N. Vorificrltion tha t (5.7) rv+,f-AsY







	 (^)( 1"^) p1(1-p)m-^ ql-^^l-q)n-1+j a 1 (N s m+n).
i W0 J •0
Proofs Let a i ,	 ( ^)(1nj) pj(1-p)m-j qi-j (1-q) n-i+J
 and recall
the convention of (b) • 0 if b > fi . Instend of Aumm inv ►is i rrd1wted
WO. s»m Pilong d iagonals n r,(i Kf.t
N	 i	 N N-1
t i .^ 	 a,.,
1 0 j no
	 1 .0 J n0
N N - L
- E	 (^)(Q) p^(1 -p)m-^ q^(1- 9}n-e
l•0 O0
N (c,) 
4^ ( 1 -^) n-^ N-^(m) p,(1-P)rrti-1I
A -U	 J00
• n ( n ) ^A ( 1 -q ) n`A N-` ( m) 
p, (
1 -p)m-J since ( n ) • 0 1 > nI E	 E j	 LJA	 so
since 0 < 4 < n	 the upper limit in the second sum is N > N - l > N
- n • m in p lying m < 11 - I and riv +king the second sun always equal
to 1. Us irW the binomial theorem ►t second t : mf- K i ves the result,
Lotting p	 F(t) - k'(-t), q • G(t)	 G(-t)	 we can write
Hl (t) • 1 _ 1 1-p1m (1 -qjn-1 to complete the verification.
Using IPrTvvw 5.1 and (5.7) wt• can compute ttif characteristic
function for Y 	 ^Ib
f(5.6)	
iuYN
a)(^)	 r (e	 ) n
~e lu( l
- q ( t ) + ^(t) 
Piu,n-1 
11-p(t) + P (t) ^.iu )m ,G(t-)
0
~e-lull-q(t) + q(t) e-iu )n-
1
(1-1.(t) + p ( t. ) -iu j m dG( - t,)
0
where p(t) • r-(t) - 1, ' ( -t) and q(t) s 0(t) - G( -t) .
Differentiating, (5.8) and setting u • 0 we Ket




N) - 1 + (n-1) ^n +- +	 (3mT) (t) + WD-11 q( t ) a(t)
0
+ m(m- 1) p2 (t)) dy(t)
The marginal distribution of Yp equntion (5•7) 0 holds !or
rbitrary continuous distribution functions F stni G trid thus (5.8),
(5.9) and (5.10) are thu N , -neral expro • ssions for the chmmeteristie
function, man and !econd '!io snt of the YN • 'Mus to Ke r w r %11 r.e (5,2)
to arbitrary ccntinUOLO; distributions F we let F - G in (5. 9) and
( 5.10) and tine Net
•
(5.11) F:(Y)	 ( M•1) 2 - d(0) -	 4(-t) .1 ^(t)) + 1 - 2C(U)
	
0	 /
(5	 N	 3	 '
4,o
6. Ai, Appl1cation of Sinned fx• iuential fiankin: to Process Control.
Mated in the introduction, in the process control problem wt . wish
to determine a procedure which will determine  when a given sequence cf
r- ► rilom variables changes from being distributed according to F(x) to
7 ► J i ffert-rnt distribution a(x) . In particular we vill consici s -r the case
wtierr F(x) satisfies the condition of Theorem 5.1 and changges to a(x)
which also satisfies the condition. Inasmuch as the distribution of the
signed sequential ranks depends on the parameter F(0) we will of
course require a(0) ! F(0). The procedure described in this section
Is still applicable to cases where 0 does not satisfy the condition
In Theorem 5.1 but w , do not have exact results in such instances.
Howo -ver empirical results are presented at the end of this section
bearing on the effectiveness of the procedure for special cases.
Let X10 X20 ... be a sequence of independent random variables
(observations on a process) with common distribution function F(x)
wr ►ere for all x > 0 the condition F(-x) • F(0)(1-F(x) + F( -x) ) holds,
lit-ld let Y1  Y2 	be the corresponding signed sequential ranks. We
define the cumulative sums Sn Z  + Z2 + ... + Zn w ► irre Z  • YiA.
Since the condition in 'I` ieor--m 5.1 is 	 the Z  are independent and
1-0	 1 2	 n-1




..Z t -1 -2	 -n=1, -1
n	 n	 n ''	 n
Bow easy computations yield
50
(6.2)
E(Z) - 	 (1 + 1)
	
n	 ?	 n
v ►ir(Z	 1?r^	 ^ l + 1 ) + i _ i-2"^ o 
	
V
	 3	 n	 2	 n	 2n
`"(?) - 3+n + 26n
( ) - 1-2Fo n+ n	 i
	
r, sn	 2	 I 1/
i -1
Ver(8 ) - l • (L '.'4 n +	 1 + 1 - 1 ^' 0	 ^. 1 + 1
	
r	 ^	
2	 )	 i•li	 b	 2	 ^	 i
Although tedious, the distribution P(8n - t)
ex, ►etly. For example
1- F(o)
p(gl t)	 p(^ t) .
F(0)
1•^' 0 2
^ (1-FJQ2 ) F(0)
P(82
















(6.3)	 P(8n - t) r 1'(3 114 - t-Zn) - I 
P( %.l - t x) ' "n
X
where x ranges over -1, - = , ... 0 -	 ,	 , ...	 r'n, 1.
The procedure we will propose will stop the procent w tiob never ^n




- • < b < 0 < a < •. In order to determine the operating c hrsrneteristies
of such a procedure such as the average number of obeervatior,s until the
process is stopped we must compute
(6.4) PIN • n) - P ( b < 8i < a, i • 1, 29 ... , n-1p 8n 4 (b,u))
N being the siallest intew rnl value for which S  does not lie in the
•
ope n Interv al (b, it) . Viri1 k (N) . ` n P(N - n) gives the k vernge
n•1
numc)er of observations as ►, function of a, h and F ( 0). In order to
ro-:pute the probability of reaching the boundaries b and a for the
first time at tire n the following procedure may be used. We define
F 1 (x) • 11(g1 < x), T2 ( x)- P(82 	r^< x, b < 81 • ^ ► ) ►lnd in geneil
(6.5)	 Fn (x) a P(Sn < x, b < Si < a 1 - 1, 2, ...	 n-1)
a
It follows that F2 (x) - P(Z2 < x-81 , b < 81 < a)	 b F ( x
-Y) 'IF (Y)
 f Z2	 1
and in gf • n^ ^ r-, ► 1
a
(6.E)	 n ( x)	 r  FZ 	-(x-Y) 4F 	 (Y)
^b n	 n 1
The probability of reaching boundary a for the first time at n is
F
rl H - n(a) and the probability of ro-aching boundary b for the
first time at n is Fn (b) - Frs ( ^) . Usirw these prolOtbilitlei. we
v,in also calculate E(N).
Computations of the probability functions in (6.6) could be
vitrried out and the conutational burden lessened somewhat by noting
that for large values of n, the Z  tend to become identically
distributed. We now consider son* approximations to r-(N) using, Burro-














Using (5.1) the characteristic function of Z  is given by
u	
1 • g 0 r, i u,/n_ e iu(1+1/n) . I , r e- i u/n -	 lu(1 ♦1/n)( 6. 7)	 fin( )
	 n	 lei u rl	 n	 1-e - i ^	 n
EI	
nrtti using limited expansions of F -xponeatinis we hFive
(6.8)
	
m(u)	 11m	 (u) . (1-P, ( 0 )) *lu • F(0) 1-e-iu
n 
♦ a n	 iu	 lu
wt, ich is the chereeterlstie function of a r F t ndom vR r • i li h le with density





For large valued of n, 
n 
has approx imu rely the dens i ty of (6 . y ) .
^
The moment generuting function associated with (6.9) is
1
t	 t 1
(6.10)	 M(t) - r'(o) 1- 	 • {^- r ;o); i—t
which exists for all real values of
	
t.	 As an approx irrditit, r, wt-	 wi ll use
h(Zn ) 1-2F 0•	 2 In ts:,i cuinu i g tive sumE,	 8  • Zl ♦ 2
^ 
♦ .. . 	 ♦ 7 N	 i t,e
z  are independent and as noted, not identically distributed. 	 ti( we ,Y p r
It'	 we disregard the first few signed bequential ranks and start later
In the sequence the approximation to identically distributed r-F; ndom
v ►triables improves. As before, we take	 N	 to be the smallest inte p rgl
v , tlue for which S
 does not 11 e 	 in (b, R).	 We use the reat ,lts of'
Wild (5)	 in	 tire • r>equ•• L.
1 33
Consider first the case where 1 1(0) a 1/2 (F is cynmrtric about o)
Hare E(Z ) n 0 and us i ngr ( 3.8) of ;5 j
n
Z	 - ab
i • 3 a b
( n )	 ( n)
when F(0) ^ 1/2, E(Zn )	 0 and we can use E(SN )	 F(Z^ l )	 E(N) and 1
the approx imation E(S^)	 aP(SN > ^)	 b(1- N( ";N } a)) to ge t
-3ab	 F(0) • 112
(6.11)	 E(N)
-2 F 0
Let h be the nor zero root of M(t) * 1. A further approximation
gives






where of course h depends on the value of F(0). Setting M(t) • l
t
we get F(0) i 1 + tt- e t vhich must be solved for t. En^h
-2 e - e
solution corresponding to a fixed value of F(0) is a value for h in
(6.12) yielding, in turn, a solution to (6.11).
1 + t - e t	 40-cosh 0 + 2t Binh t^
	
1wt g(t) ^	 t	 'I'hea q (t) i
2 - e - e
	
4(1-cosh t)2
and considering the numerator a(t) - 4(1-cosh t) + 2t. s inh t we find











Thu g, s(t) > 0 0





As	 F'(0)	 inc • reaseb	 from	 0	 to 1	 the	 s olut,lon to
F(U) g	 1	 t	 e say	 h(F(0)) increases from	 .m	 to
	 Notice
-t
- e	 - e
I 1,a t
-t













Now for	 h	 = h(k'(0))	 increasing,
	
P(SN a •) ^ 1	 _ 
ehh
ah	 bh	 is decreasing
e	 - e




















 + be -all < 0 for all	 h.
55
_,_ --




must show that 1 < a r	 + 13 •	 Lt !(h) d •
♦ '1 e '
1(n-b)h 
and not !: a that f(0) n 1, f'(0) n 0 with f'(h) > 0
5 i'lee
f' (h) - V(a-b) e9 ( ri -h)h - 00 ( &-b) a-a ( n-b)h
1"'(h) • 4 9?(a-b)2 e13(ii -b)h + a20(n-b)2 e-a(a-b)h
Thub f(h) attains its minimum value at h • U. For increasing val ues
of l+U) the corres pond ing values of h • h (F(0)) increa3e and








Particular taking b -
	
H, h 0 0 wf- have
(6914	 F(N)	 ^ci 1-e -ah - sink ah	 1-cuss hs i rih a
	 sink h - h
For h n 0, h (N)	 3W and (6.14) is plotted in Figure 1 for
-et
selected values of a. g(t)	 l+t t	 -t is shown in Figure- J.
2 - e - e
E(N) is plotted Aga i rist F(0) in Figure 3.
Suppose now that a process 1b observed according to some measurable
chn r iAct,e r i ti tle and we have a sequence X10	 X2 ,	 ... , distributed accord-
ifig to	 F(x) wt ►ere F(x) tatiafles the condition of Theorem s.l	 and
















4	 I	 2	 3
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c^ ► <<i ^.,r.P thE^ rule which requires us to stop the process vtren 8n , (-a, a)
.,
fc^c •
 tt^r^ tirst time rw^^ can expect to continue for 3a` observations before
L t ^ ^^^ i ^ t r ►g. ti^wr~ ^. ^• r it the procea • is such that !'(0) f 1/2 wr will clop
r. he p rocs is a in t t,e rNduced ^ verep tirr,e as given in Figure 1. S l miler
cot^tutf^r lon:; rttn be rw^ie for r,rbitrary intevals ( b, d) using ( 6.13) .
1!^^uc^vF^r•, in the procf • es control prOLlem we wish to detect when ^ change
r r,kes ^ '1 ^t^ • P in the distribution of the basic rt, ndom v+a►riablrs. w'N haw
t;err^ tl ►at vtren a change tRi:es place from F(x) to a(x^ at some point
in the s^quenee, the signed Sequent f f;l rar^ka are no longer independent
in Kene1'al. Sr.tppoae the change i• to •distribution a(x) such that
the c^r,^iition of 'I't^eot • r ► n 5.1 is still er^r.lslled ^tnd the clu^nge tnkr•:^
i' 1 fi c • P fit t i m `^ m .	 Irttuitiwly, On!	 rn 1 ^r,ht 1 •^rl tl, f^ ' fOr 1 f^ r^P v alule Of
r^ tt^f•,
 distribution o! the m ♦ nth signed sequential rank would depend
ve r •v little on t• an^i m . Thi>s being ao we could assume the se^utnce
(Zi ) to b^ in^ie^^en^ir^ctt !or the purpose of determl r ►g the expeettd nusber
of ot^eerv ►^tiona until the process le stops ►ed. For exr+mple suppose wP
takes ( r , «) as the continuation interval and denote (6.13) by
i• : ( y , t., r'(0)) .
	 G1 wen ttif^t 9m • x,	 b < x	 ^+	 ;.e;i ex ► ^retr^i n^^mL^r of
r ► .id 1 r 1 < <^A 1 oL:^e runt, lon g un 1^ r	 G(x)	 1 r
^ ^ t- x
	
+	 ^, _ b
	
Pxh - gbh
1 -^ 0 n	 1 -2 (; 0	 rt1^	 bhC	 - e




















► ^r;ti thr ut•CVn^i 1 r. lonal toto l ^x^^rc t r,i numt^^ r U1' c^b sr rv r ^ t, l ins 1 s ^i ven
a
(6.11)	 1' ( N , m ,
 G( 0 ) j	 m + F,
-^;







	To 1lnd some suFport t0
 tht g tett.t• n^ • nt th^^t. for 1EirNe vrslu^r; -^1	 ri,
thr di^tributior^ of ?
	
does not ^it•^^end too much on rn ?nd the
m+r^
^j istTibution of Xl^ X^, . • . , X	 (rim t.hur,^, could he t,rik^ • rr } its	 t;(x^
m




lfm ^y^^(u^ s	 l lm ^ ►
 e
r ► -♦ w	 n ••^ ^D	 ^
^ 1 u	 1 u
n-1
















r .1 u	 -i u
r	 ^^lim	 a	 mtr' 1-^(t^ ♦ Q^ t ) a	 m n
n -. a J^
m	 ^'
	_ i	 u




























cori •eepon i t rig tc^ (6.10) .
wN now cons ! pier a	 <_ase lrhere we	 he^-f•	 't	 char.^e from a distribution
aatl^ Yy► inq the condition in Theorem 5.1 to another tueh distribution. ^^
Im^,g i ne ^ production process vh^re tome dirr^nalon i^ tr^edeured on the
iteme bFlr^ prOducr.d. I.et these me^eruremente be X 1 ^ ^^	 ...	 assumed
to be	 independent. find ident.l^^lly ri i st.rlbut,e^^^ as t^'(x) .	 k:+^^• h	 ltem	 I s
^.









^roduetion line with Fir t^r+t,illty p. T1^e result le n new ^^^iaence
sr ► y	 C 1 i C^, . • •	 '+r.d wP crtll this rrtnd^ c• et^eor 9 ;^N tt;1d	 (C 1 1	 tt,e
+•^^ta^ure^^ r;f^ • 1 • ur.ce.
	
The dint riGt,t.lor^ 01 • C i 	can br fourd by
a
F'(C i ^ t) _ ^l Y(Ci < t^Ci	
X i+^- 1 ) P(X 1+,1 - 1	 Cif
.^
`^,
`, ^'(Ki+^ -1 < L^C i = X i+^-1 ) P(X 1+^-1 = C1^
^=i
a^




^'•,r t < 0
P(X1 < t, X1 < 0^ X1 rct ceneortd)
P 
4,1 ^ X ^
P(X 1 < t, X1 not cen^•ored)
1-p 0
z ( 1 -p) F(t)/1-pF(0)
For t ^ 0
	
Y ` `` L = Y(X1 r t^ X 1	0, X1 nat crn:^ored) + P(X^ < t, 0
^ i — ^	 1-pF 0






For random censoring when X 1 < 0 ve gave
— 1-^-T F(r)	 t < 01-pF' C
(^•9)
	
P(Ci < t) -
F^t - ^ F ^^1- ^ ^, U	 t ^ U
In a similar wey ii' w^ censor with prct^ability p vt^en X i > 0 wr gave
F t	
t < 0
1-p + 1>F' U
((x.10)
	
P(Ci < t) •
1-^ F r	 + ^Fo	 t >0
1-p + pF 0
:iuppubP n^^w that the ^;,^mmr^t2-y condition ^'(-t^ n F(0)(1-F(t) + F(-t^ )
holds for all t > 0. In the case of rRndon: etnsorin^ for X^ < 0 we
^laVe rOr L ^ 0
G(t) n P(Ci < t)
	
F(-t)	 1- ^• o a(-t^
p
F,(0)	
1- 1 F U 0(U)
p
Using these reletiona it follow that
c(o) (1-a(t) + a^- t)) 	 1-	 F U	 1 - F t + 1•-	 ^^-t,^
	
1-p F 0	 1-p ^ 0
(^
ar.d fr^^m the sy^Mtry condition on F ^^ F• Net
d(0) (1-C(t) + ':(-t))	 0^-t^ fo g• ^1^ t ? 0 ,
with a ct^nge from ^'(0) t-o a(0^ n l . p F^00	 I^^ i^articul^r M fir
F(0)	 1,^2, d(0)	 (1-p)^2-p. A similar ealcuir^tion for cen^or^^ig when
X 1 > 0 shows that the symr,k^ Cry condition holds !or	 ^(t)	 ©n^i
G(0) ^'( 0 ^^1 •p ♦ P i'^( 0 ) .	 H'or	 ^^'(0)	 • ^/2, G ( 0 ) • 1/2 ♦ ^•
We shall Crow corgpare the expected numt,Pr of ot^sr r-vationB ru • t^iP^ i to
^ top a proaesr +tub^eat to randou sumpl ink ua irw, a st^wwh4rt t vpe co^^ c r•^:1
chart Mith the expected numher needed usi^w, the i^roce^iur^ ziehrrt^^e^i
above. Consider a sequence o! in^lepen^rnt ot,eervntions Xl , X4 ...
: • '!^i common continuous syf^etric distrit ►ution F(x) . :^ub,^ecr ir^^ r.tu^
Y. 1 to rundan cenaorinF; w!ie^, X i < 0 wr get from ( ^ .9) t•t^e diat,riLution
of the censored ohservation p Cl , C2 , ...	 : ► s
^ ^.p	 —
(6. 11) 	 p(c < t)i	 .
2F r. -^	 t>o
^-p
We assume here that when p 0 the process is in control ntui t.t,rtic.
when the process starts some• fixed valu e o^ F, 0 < F^ ^ 1 ix. izr eff^^-L.






procP^i^ r • P	 1 -	 wl^^^r^ C 1 > b > 0 for t. tie lira G tim+• , stop the Praces c^
Frc^c^ci^, ^•f•	 2 -	 w hen ^ C 1 ^ > b > 0 for the liret time, clop the proceee
proc^dur^e `^ - wt^Nn ^e^^ > n > 0 fir the lireL time, clap the proceee
Pror_ e^i ►^ 2'ee 1 c^nd 2 ar •r Shewtu►rt type procedure • and h le usually
takf• n so :..t,Rt the probability of stoppinK Rt ^ partieu lar et^ ► ,^e is
smr^ 1 1 when p 0. Procedure 3 is the siKr^ed sequential rank pY^ocedure
prNviou.^ly described in thi• section. Define pl P(C 1 > b) dnd
p, - ^'(^ Ci ^ > b) t^saumi ng p G . r'or each procedure the probability
o! falling outei^ie the control limit Por Lhe i'irst time at tt^e nth
obeerv^^Lion !s
pi(1-pion-1	 1 ^ 1 ^ 2




h:^(N) • ^a2 rind setting ^: 1 (N) n E^(N) = ^:S (N)
we get.
p2 n 1-F(b) - F(-t,)	 2F(-G) ^ ],^3n2
Fo.r^ p ^ G	 pi ^, I'(C1 > b)	 1-P(C 1 < b) z 2- -b	 2	 ,ir^^i
p	 (2-p) ^2
p`^	 p(C 1 > h) + p(C1 ^ .b) ^, 2F- pt^ ^ ^ ? ^'(-D) ^ 2F(-t,)
	 1/>a^p
^6
2-	 `E 1 (N) . l^p^ ^	 ?	 -
1
1






p 1 ^ i 2 1 l^ 1 2^ ^^i
^1 (N) 150 1H•r . 5 2^? 5 26^ . 5 f^ 7 5c^ 900	 1054






m	 ^:	 ^;	 i
Q
E2 (N' ^ 1/ p^ - ^2
call	
_ 1
-2a + 4u	 e2ah - 1
Ej(N)	
p 2 _p
and notice thAt • inc^ 
N{C1 ^ 0) ^ < 1/2, it fc,:IO^ that h < 0.
$1 (N) and E^(N) lncreser yusdratically with • and L^ i• e••entially
..
11n^ar in a. Fcr example
0
.►nd proc^durt
	 i • in•en• i t i ve t,o wlue• of p ^ 0 . The value• of h
eOTre•yond i n;; to p w 1, 3/4, 1/2 i 1/4 are -• ^ -2 .Z, - .9, - • 5
re•pe^tively.
The ollowing tabulated result• were obtali:ed e^gpiricmlly to
determine the effect of tran.lestion of the mean of the observation•.
We considered nurmenl ob servations with Dean µ e.:d variance 1 add
•topped • aa^ 11 ng vhe n ^ 9^ ^ > a for the f i r• t tit Mbe 1`e
,-
n	 » Yi
te r ► ^ ^ Z1 	^ i
it	 it
r^.n^ Y1 ^ s tht • u i^r^ed seawntial r^ +r ► k of X, , X t ^ ^^ (µ, l) . ^br ^^ch
parz►rre t.P r pair (a, µ^ t. wen „y trial• ah r • ^^ performed except for µ n .1,
•', .3 ^^ t.^ rf • fifty trial• were used. Sample averages, sample varin, ► ^^rr^
and ^^nm^le :3Lr^ndKrd ^ievlationr, for trr•mlh«lion time • i^ ^.:^r giver ► .
y • 10 ^ n 20
.__^
N 1^ •2 • P^ i E
.a. 180.78 1'x+49.27 115.97 364.56 31279.43 ^7G.85
.2 io 1 .78 3506.46 57.50 179•x+ 35.18 ST.83
•3 f^9.95 ?10.12 26. F4 130.4A 1437.18 37.91
. 4 52.5 5 S.^ ^+ . 99 18 . oe 1 c^N ; GS 1160.87 34.07
.5 42.2y 139.14 11.79 'j'; .25 367.14 19.16
.^ 39.60 121.41 11.01 72.70 171.69 13.10
•' 36.55 128.05 11.31 67.45 130.26 11.41
. a .8.70 31.48 x. 61 62.05 115.31 10.73
.9 ^d.00 38.31 6.18 53.55 67.31 8.20
i . 0 28 . ^0 29. G4 5.4^ 52.2 5 39.77 6. ^o
1.5 2;^ . ^• 0 7.93 2.8i ^► u .00 a6.9k 5.19
2.0 22.x+0 4.98 2.23 42.45 1a.o5 5.47
2.5 ^ o .90 5.2 5 ^ .29 41.55 9.20 ; . 03
^.0 21.5 7.G0 2.?5 40.95 13.83 3.^r2
68
^.	 - _
In gust such a runner.
in order to ut;e the r7ethods of se^luenti^l T>srri;-^t:ic hypot^^
ter *.i =; ^; ('ern I ^' ^ ^^quenti^l. probability r^fi ^ i o	 t e st^	 in	 our rionpa rH:r;r tr 1 c'
setting, ^^f•	 m,.^st replace the sequence of ot^sPrvAtior;r^	 X 1 , X2
 r	 .. •
a r:c^	 vase the
	
tE•st LM► 	 ilityon	 prot,etby ft	 s^q ur:,ce Rl ,of rar;ks	 ^,	 ...
re►tio Of the rrt:^Ks .	 'chi• can be lonr by	 t.t:e	 srq^,^ent if^l	 rc^r,k S r^r,	 set,eme





^. 8umr;ujry ®ccd ConClu^lon•. We rernnr^ked in the introduction on
tt,r pr^ueity of non (1!'^1P1PtriC ^e ue nt. ial prc^re^li:reb, particularly thosep	 q
-^	 bat^r^i on rnr.ks of Obaervatlan•.	 T,,^ 9u?.t,c^r f-eels t . 1;at tt,e at^srnce ct'
a rtaturn 1 w!!Y of as r; i Kning ranite to obr,r r-va t i or,a^ as the obaerva t i pane
(^	 KI'e teket^, without re ranking, vds a significant c • a u8 e for the 1^c• k of
such procedur^r;. Tt^e sequential rar;kic ►K schemes ^ie1'ir^ed and studied in
this diasrrtation provide us with t♦ltt,ods wtrereb rarilts na y be assignedY
C
1	 sr,mPle problem where wt• must decide vtceLt;er Or not an X- popula t ion
titld ^r	 Y- l^opul^^tiOn t,t^ •3 e the ^,^.:r>r• prohdblZity dlhtl"1bu't.1or^.	 ^.'t,i^;
pr^tr^l ern wta t.r^a' p d ir: : ^ectlon 4 itc thr Hi^e^^id1 ^^c^se vt,ere ',t,e alt.er-
natives a r •^^ of thr' form proper;ed by Ltt,rru^nn	 (l j .	 However the mrthcNi
propobed in Section ^	 is gercPrAl in the 6rrcr,P	 ttaat	 1n order to carry





	 V's	 rtr^ :{	 s	 end
	 Y' e . In general this computation le
dii'1'leult^ but for r;reciRl	 Rlttrr^ativte at^ere the computation is fea-
e ibis, t.hF ricrthod In Section t+ ► lppllt•s d1 rsctly.
Not,irf• !.t,f'11t. in t.t,r ! ' ir,it.e sampit' size problem nottcin;; is narrificed
by mink i r,g sequerrt !A 1 Z,y (`Pheorem 3.1) 1 nstesd of ue ing ordi nery rar^lcs .






^	 _	 - --
viewed ^ ►s a trAr,sforrru+tlon o^ the drhendent ordinary ranks into the
independent sequential rank e, .
MPr^ly ranking observations tells ua nothing of their location,
excri;t relative LO ^r+^h other. In order Lo take into nceount the
loch t i c.^r, ^^t' hA^:; obeeTv^^ Lion relative t0 the origin as w^• 11 tis its
size ( nbeolute ve^lue) rr<nd r^lrctiv p location, the method of signed
aegr:ent la1 rer,kirw was devised. Contrary to sequential ranlcr, signed
e^qurr,c.ial r • ar^ks obtained Pram independent identically distributed
obsc^ ^ • vRtion^; r ► r • t^ not ir,deixndent in general. ^►
 sufficient condition
•,n the distribution of the observations is given in Theorem S.l to
insur•^ the+t the signed sequent lal rar,ke will be independent. In the
process control problem, we used signed sequential ranks of observations
whose distributions aAtiat'led this condition. 1'hia simplified the
cal culations since sums ^^f independent, rd:,d^^:n variHblee were involved
in the anAlyaib.
'I?^ mtthc.^^is of t. e^iuential rnnk:np, and signed sequential ranking
proX^r^t3rd in thiF dl r. sertatiot^ r+rte nr .^+, as t'ar as the author cr► r: detPr-
mint, and provide n ru^tural w ►+y o1' assigning ranks t0 observations
whist: fitB into the t.t,eor •y of ueglleLltiH1 analysis ( tLypothesis testing)
and f^equentlal pt^cedures tt;ocese control). X111 the attendant distrl-
but.ion theory rPaulta ^ ► r • H r;ew 1 +r,d the' c ondition of Theorem 5. 1 which
insures tt,e indei^endence of signed sequential ranks is Lhe only ^tle
known to tl,e author .
There are mar^v ar^a8 for i'ur^.her inves Ligation su^r,N^sted by this
rer^er,rc.b. In t !1e sequential prot.abtlity r^ ► cio test of :^ection 4 we
did not use ti,e atduer,tial ranks explicitly (except .fort in equation





Written !n terms of (Zl , ?^ , ... , Z„), ttw sequential rnnka, but the
exprea^lon i• quite con^liwted and it la much yore convent^nt to ue^
( t+.l) rind ( 4.2) which incorpo rate
 
the rroxt recent aequent to 1 rsr►k onl ^^ .
Thus the behavior of 3x wa• obtaici^rd by reference to Al , ^, • • . nN'
Mure general r^^ulta a,^e needed a• to the probability of termiratlon cat'
Pl(ZN)/PO(?.N) for alternative• other tt^n Letir^i^,:. alternAtives . Tt: i
i• neceeea because under the alternative
	 otheai• thr ac uen al^	 :"Y	 lzyp	 q	 ti
r •r^r^ks ire not independ^ett generally end thR ^^onservotivs RPrroximntionn
^	 1• p/1-a reran in wli^! !or •uccessi^►e dei^endec^t ob^ervntiona v!,^n tt^s
E^robnbility is one ghat the procedur^^^ will ultimately te rmir ► Rtf.
A second area for further .tidy i• the ^-valwtion of ^.r,^ rulr
liven in Section 6 for proce^ • control prot^l^rm:^ vh^n changed !'rcm^ F'
to d are not of the Corm pre^entec^ ( e . g . G^ x) • r'(x ± .^) ^ > 0) .
Al po the r • .' are other e^i hoc rule• which Qoul ^i D^ ^ropo^rd ^^e i r41 ^ i Kr ►rd
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